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Introduction 
 
In our contribution we are presenting our experience in the use of streaming as aid for 
students training and teachers and professionals life long learning, giving information on what 
we are doing, what we'd like to do, how this is changing, or will change, teaching and 
learning, which benefits students have, which critical points we noticed. 
 
 
Presentation of the school 
 
We are a secondary school in the North West of Italy. Our students come from different 
realities and our territory is very large. Our students major in computer science, electric 
engeneering, mechanics, and we have a branch for scientific studies too. Our school dates 
back since 1965, and we are considered very competent in our fields. We have always been 
updated in the use of modern technologies and Internet gave us a special slant. We are a 
technical school and the use of ICT is both a tool, for those students studying mechanics and 
electric engeneering, for subjects like physic, chemistry, biology, technical drawing, and a 
goal, for students involved in computer science, who works on programming, networking, 
web site construction. 
 
We have got involved in multimedia production since the very first Leonardo Projects in 
cooperation with Sint Lucas in Boxtel (NED) issuing a video for school purposes that is still 
in use and we decided to hit this road successfully during the past years.  
 
Needs 
 
It's clear that the subjects we are studying (and teaching) are more and more evolving and that 
our target is very large and etherogeneus, so: 

● we had to find a way to keep up to date, both students and teachers 
● we have to give support to adults participating to our specializing courses for LLL 
● we wanted to create a new way to aid students with difficulties 
● we have to promote our school giving information to pupils coming from lower level 

of instruction that have to decide about their future 
● we have to spread information and results about seminars and conferences we are 

organizing 
 

State of the art 
 
We found the use of live and recorded webcasts usefull for our goals, as well as other 
recorded or live conferences or lessons, with other ODL instruments and cooperative learning 
services. 
 



Students and teachers training 
It's a fact that many firms are now using live or recorded webcasts, or conferences, as a way 
to give information about products, or to teach very technical sides of products or generally 
technologies. This can happen before books are published, is focused on specific arguments, 
and it should be very competent. 
We are working on two sides, for teachers and students: 

● the subject departments manager look up for new interesting streamings or collect 
proposals by collegues, then a list of them is made and the department decides which, 
and how, streamings they will use for teacher updating. May be each teacher uses 
streaming and then a forum discussion  follows, or  the streaming is shown during a 
in-person session for immediate discussion. 

● Departments choose one ore more streamings on specific arguments to be used with 
students to go deeper into themes students have already studied with traditional 
methods. When working with students of the last years, that are going to end the 
school, and that will go to university or directly to work, we look for very technical 
contents, at a professional level. 

 
Support to these activities is given by a cooperative portal of the school and the use on the 
LAN is simplified by the presence of 1 Gb connection and multimedia labs. 
 
Support for adults courses for Life Long Learning 
Those courses are scheduled in the late afternoon, early evening and saturday morning, they 
have a big amount of lessons (about 1200 hours) and participants are usually workers who 
desire to improve their knowledge, or to get new majors and then look for better jobs... So it's 
very hard for them to be present to all sessions. That's why we have thought to create 
interaction among the ODL platform, the cooperative portal and the use of streamings, so: 

● they can follow part of the course in distance learning 
● they can get streamings of focus lessons that may have lost 
● they can get streaming about particular arguments in a similar way as teachers do for 

their updating 
● discussion may start in-person or on the forum relating to streamings subjects  

 
Support to these activities is again given by a cooperative portal hosted on a school server, an 
ODL platform, the school LAN, and multimedia labs. 
 
Aid for students 
students who have difficulties having proficuous results had to come to school in the 
afternoon for improving lessons. This continues to be, but, using a ODL platform now: 

● they can be part of a virtual class, so teachers can monitor their access, give tests and 
exercises 

● they can use streamings (video, or   voice only) collected by teachers or produced by 
the school itself for particular lessons or arguments and hosted on the ODL platform 

 
Promotion of the school 
Students and parents coming from intermediate schools can see streamings about our school 
on the school website. 
 
Spreading of  seminars and conferences 
The construction of a new conference room finished in February 2006.  It's provided with 
digital cameras totally computer driven and with any kind of infrastructure that may be 



needed for broadcasting of live events in streamings or digital recordings. 
 
Results and conclusions 
Looking at our experience we can say: 

● it's easier to find useful streamings, expecially for very technical subjects, than to 
organize in-person lessons, so the costs for teachers refreshal courses are lower and 
streamings, if not only live, can be used in any moment 

● the use of streamings with students brings them to a more professional way of 
thinking, and gives more abilities in understanding the technical language, even if the 
first times they don't feel at ease with this kind of lessons 

● students who have been tought using this approach feel more involved in trying to 
learn by themselves, meaning they are more confidential with the fact that learning 
doesn't finish when teacher ends lessons, that technologies are continously changing 
and anytime there may be new topics. So students of the last two years can develop 
projects related to topics usually not explained by teachers (eg. this year: biometrics 
systems, voice recogniction, technologies for handicaps, domotics, moving robots...). 

● live sessions make students feel part of a large world and those with a large use of 
interaction have to be preferred, since they don't appear too “cold” 

● streamings that are not in Italian frighten students (and teachers too), but they join a 
good approach to languages to technical contents 

● recordings of lessons made by a school teacher can be used by any other teacher and 
give help to students who have difficulties or that weren't at school during the lesson 

● if students uses ODL platform and the streamings hosted for help, teachers don't have 
to come to school more than their normal job, they can work from home using Internet 

● adult student can be more relaxed thinking if they loose some important lessons they 
can find them online 

● conference and seminars we organize can be a point of interest for all people, and can 
be easily broadcasted online 

● the use of streaming is more powerful and useful if joned to ODL and/or cooperative 
portals 

● Our choice was not to create a specifical project, but make the use of these 
technologies a common practice. 

 
 
 


